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Abstract. We illustrate the structure of the distant (X 
< -60 Re) plasma sheet and separatrix layers in terms 
of low energy ion distributions observed by Geotail. In 
a statistical survey, ion distributions are classified as sin- 
gle or multi-component. Multi-component populations are 
clearly observed in 68 % of tailward flows. In two cross- 
ings only multi-component populations are observed and in 
two crossings no multi-component populations are identi- 
fied. Although multi-component plasmas occur through- 
out the plasma sheet, they are observed more often in the 
outer region. Previous plasma sheet formation models do 
not predict multi-component distributions in the centre of 
the plasma sheet. However, this data supports the Owen 
and Mist [2001] model that predicts a similar plasma sheet 
structure. 

Introduction 

In early MHD models of distant tail reconnection, plasma 
acceleration occurs at slow shocks bounding the plasma 
sheet. Assuming all the acceleration takes place at the 
shocks, they should represent a clear boundary between lobe 
and plasma sheet particle distributions. Although Nagai at 
al. [1998] observed near-isotropic plasma in the near-Earth 
plasma sheet, the data in the distant tail are not generally 
consistent with this [Hoshino et al., 2000]. Large scale hy- 
brid simulations of magnetotail reconnection suggest a more 
complex plasma sheet and plasma sheet boundary layer 
(PSBL) structure [Krauss-Varban and Omidi, 1995; Lin and 
Swift, 1996]. These.models identify multi-component popu- 
lations in the PSBL (or separatrix layer) and also in a region 
upstream of the shocks. In the central plasma sheet, near 
isotropic (i.e. single temperature Maxwellian) distributions 
are predicted. 

Ion distributions observed during rapid distant crossings 
of the plasma sheet will be compared with predictions from 
two recent plasma sheet formation models [Hoshino et al., 
2000; Owen and Mist, 2001]. Hoshino et al. [2000] present 
2 case studies in which they identify 2 distinct plasma sheet 
regions; an outer region containing anisotropic plasma dis- 
tributions, and an inner region, closer to the current sheet, 
which they claim contains isotropic plasma. In the outer re- 
gion, a slow-flowing, cold, lobe-like population and a heated, 
accelerated, lima bean-shaped population were observed. 
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The Hoshino et al. model has 2 slow shocks at the edge of 
the outer plasma sheet. Within these, the authors suggest a 
tangential discontinuity pair marks the limits of the isotropic 
region. However, the case studies presented are not clearly 
consistent with ion acceleration taking place solely at the 
slow shocks. While some distributions support this descrip- 
tion, Hoshino et al. also show inner region ion distributions 
that are clearly anisotropic. These have a shell-like struc- 
ture superposed on a lima-bean population. Moreover, only 
20% of lobe/plasma sheet boundaries could be positively 
identified as slow shocks [Saito et al., 1995]. 

Various plasma sheet models have been suggested in 
which acceleration and heating take place along the length 
of the magnetotail at a central current sheet threaded by 
hairpin field lines [Cowley, 1980; Owen et al., 1991; Owen 
and Mist, 2001]. The structure of the plasma distributions 
is determined by balancing field and particle stresses at the 
current sheet. A lobe-like population and various acceler- 
ated populations should be seen simultaneously across the 
plasma sheet. Owen and Mist [2001] also postulate that 
some outflow ions are backscattered, possibly due to small 
scale structures and waves observed in this region [Nishida 
et al., 1998]. The backscattered ions may undergo Fermi 
acceleration and hence form a shell of high energy ions in 
addition to the inflow and lima bean populations. Owen 
and Mist suggest the scattering process is probably stronger 
adjacent to the central current sheet. Thus there will be 
an inner plasma sheet containing the cold inflow, lima bean 
and a full shell of energetic ions. The energetic ions provide 
pressure and support this region's weak field. These distri- 
butions may also be isotropic. Next to this, an outer region 
contains cold inflow ions and outflow ions able to escape the 
inner plasma sheet; the lima bean and high energy hemi- 
spherical shell populations. Beyond the outer plasma sheet, 
but in the PSBL, only multiply reflected high energy ions 
and the inflow population are predicted. 

In this paper, we conduct a survey of deep tail plasma 
sheet crossings made by Geotail. The proportion of distribu- 
tions in which multiple rather than single component pop- 
ulations are clearly observed is determined. The observed 
field strength is used to indicate Geotail's proximity to the 
central current sheet and thus obtain an indication of the 

spatial structure across the region. 

Data Analysis 

We identified rapid complete plasma sheet crossings in 
3 Geotail deep tail orbits between April 4 and October 13, 
1994. Restricting the data set to rapid crossings (< 15 min) 
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Figure 1. July 23, 1994: Magnetic field and plasma moment 
data from Geotail. The vertical black lines indicate that bound- 

aries of the region containing distributions identified as plasma 
sheet. The grey bars show the time periods during which the 12 
s distributions displayed in Figure 2 were obtained. 

minimised temporal variations caused by solar wind fluctu- 
ations. 33 such crossings were observed, lasting for a com- 
bined 3.2 hrs (958 12 s 2D plasma distributions from the 
LEP instrument [Mukai et al., 1994]). In order to study the 
simplest reconnection geometry, this analysis is restricted 
to observations of taftward flowing plasma. These are as- 
sumed to be tailward of a reconnection region and, unlike 
near-Earth observations, free from complications associated 
with particle mirroring and tailward pressure gradients. The 
data set contains 843 tailward flowing plasma distributions. 

We use the magnetic field magnitude to give an indication 
of Geotail's proximity to the central current sheet. The 
direction of the Xcs• component indicates whether Geotail 
is north (+) or south (-) of the cross tail current sheet. In 
the PSBL, lB I decreases slightly from lobe values. In the 
plasma sheet IBI is observed to decrease and reach • 0 at 
the centre before increasing again after Bx changes sign. 

Case Study 

Figure 1 shows a rapid plasma sheet crossing between 
10:45 and 10:52 UT on July 23, 1994. Geotail was located 
at (-135,-5, 0.5) Re (GSM). The figure shows 3 s resolution 
data from the MGF instrument [Kokubun et al, 1994], and 
12 s resolution LEP moment data. The top 4 panels show 
the magnitude and components of the magnetic field (nT). 
Panels 5 and 6 show ion density (cm -a) and ion temperature 
(eV). The next 3 panels show the ion velocity components 
(km s-•). The bottom panel shows plasma beta (/•). The 
black vertical lines indicate the limits of the region contain- 
ing plasma sheet ion distributions included in this survey. 
In this period there are 15 individual distributions. 

During this period Geotail crossed the plasma sheet from 
south to north in about 2.5 min. In the lobes, IBI •11 nT, 
and drops to 5 nT in the plasma sheet with a minimum 
of 2 nT. The ion temperature increases from 20-70 eV in 
the lobes to 450 eV in the plasma sheet. The lobe density 
is 0.2 cm -a and the plasma sheet density is 0.4 cm -a. The 
bulk velocity in the lobes -120 km s -•. In the plasma sheet it 
averages -500 km s-•, reaching-600 km s- • at times. This is 
consistent with reconnection models, which typically predict 
that the flow speed should be of order the lobe Alfv6n speed 
(•540 km s- •). We note that, as expected,/• is enhanced in 
the plasma sheet compared with both the lobe and PSBL. 

Figures 2a-e show five 2D ion distributions observed dur- 
ing this period. The vertical grey bars marked A-E in Figure 
I indicate when these 12 s distributions were taken. The left 

hand side of each figure contains the 2D data, showing the 
phase space density (PSD) in each energy bin along each of 
the 16 sectors. Sector 14 contains particles moving roughly 
in the tailward direction and sector 10 contains particles 
moving in the duskward direction. The colour scale indi- 
cates the logarithm of PSD. The red traces on the right 
show the PSD of the sector containing an apparent axis of 
symmetry of the distributions (highlighted red). The black 
trace is the one count level of the instrument, data below 
this have been excluded. The orange region under the red 
trace contains the lowest energy channels, corresponding to 
the energies observed in the lobes. 

Figures 2a and 2e contain data taken by Geotail in the 
PSBL (IBI- 10.3 and 9.2 nT respectively). The infiowing 
lobe population is clearly visible near the centre of the plot. 
A separate population of tailward-flowing, high-energy par- 
ticles is also evident. In the plasma sheet proper, we see a 
variety of distributions. Figures 2b and 2d contain multi- 
component populations (IBI- 5.1 and 4.2 nT respectively). 
At low energies a cold, slow-flowing population, similar to 
those observed in the adjacent PSBL, is clearly visible. Also, 
a heated, accelerated population is observed moving faster 
than the inflow and directed along sector 13. These heated 
populations show a lima bean-shaped structure, particularly 
in Figure 2d where this feature is clearly picked out by the 
contouring. In Figure 2b, it is not so clear but the trace 
through the distribution (right panel) shows at least two 
clear populations. In Figure 2b and 2d, higher energy shell 
similar to those observed in the PSBL is also evident at ve- 

locities above those of the lima bean population. In Figure 
2b particularly, these particles are also seen moving Earth- 
ward. Finally, Figure 2c contains data recorded when [B[ = 
2.8 nT, suggesting Geotail was most likely located closer to 
the central current sheet. In this distribution we were not 
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able to clearly identify more than a single ion population. 
For further examples of these types of distributions we refer 
the reader to Hoshino et al. [2000]. 

Statistical analysis 

The above case study illustrates the variety of ion dis- 
tributions observed in and around the distant reconnec- 

tion plasma sheet. We now examine whether the centre 
of the plasma sheet consistently exhibits an 'isotropic' or 
single component plasma, as predicted by the slow shock 
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Figure 2. These 2D ion distributions show the plasma popula- 
tions in the PSBL (2a, 2e) and the inner (2c) and outer plasma 
sheet (2b, 2d) 
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and tangential discontinuity models [Hoshino et al., 2000] 
or whether multiple components are observed across the en- 
tire plasma sheet as in the current sheet acceleration model 
[Owen and Mist, 2001]. To do this, the ion distributions ob- 
tained during these three deep tail crossings were split into 
two, visually identified, categories; (A) the observed distri- 
bution clearly contains two or more components; (B) the 
distribution does not contain two clear components. The 
ordered data are then used to examine the plasma sheet 
structure normal to the current sheet, tailward of a recon- 
neation region. Note that Hoshino et al. [2000] concluded 
on the basis of two case studies that category (A) distri- 
butions occur in the outer plasma sheet and category (B) 
distributions occur in the inner plasma sheet. 

In Figure 3, we display the survey results, ordered with 
respect to average plasma sheet field magnitude. The chart 
shows the fraction of the database classified as Category A 
(black) and Category B (grey). Considering tailward flow 
events, 576 clearly had 2 components to the distribution, 
and the remaining 267 distributions did not clearly have 
2 components, i.e. 68% of plasma sheet observations had 
multi-component ion distributions. Multi-component dis- 
tributions were associated with IBI - 4.6 nT, whereas for 
distributions where 2 populations could not be clearly iden- 
tified, ]B] - 3.4 nT. Thus distributions are more likely to 
contain multiple populations at high rather than low field 
values. We also note that when considering the data ordered 
by individual crossings, 2 of the 33 crossings consisted en- 
tirely of multi-component populations, while 2 did not con- 
tain any clear evidence of multiple components. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

In the above case study, examples are provided of the high 
energy PSBL particles and multi-component outer plasma 
sheet distributions which appear to contain cold lobe-like 
plasma and outflowing heated lima-bean populations We 
have also identified isotropic distributions and shell-like pop- 
ulations such as those outlined in Owen and Mist [2001] and 
Hoshino et al. [2000]. 

Our statistical survey of the distant tail data set shows 
that 68% of the 12 s distributions obtained during these 
rapid plasma sheet crossings contain two or more popula- 
tions. During very rapid crossings, data may be aliased over 
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the 12 s period it takes to obtain the full 2D distribution. 
However, due to the number of crossings considered, we do 
not believe that this will have a significant effect on the over- 
all results. In the distant tail, the PSBL is usually defined 
as being the region at the edge of the plasma sheet, where 
the field magnitude is close to but lower than in the lobe 
and there are some high energy, heated particles. We note 
that the distributions containing multi-component popula- 
tions are clearly located within the distant tail plasma sheet 
and are not PSBL populations. If this were the case, we 
would expect a significantly higher magnetic field magni- 
tude, much closer to the observed IBLI - 11 nT from this 
survey or, the previously reported 1BLI = 9.2 nT [Slavin 
et al., 1985] whereas IBPsl- 4.6 nT. 

For the remaining 32% of the data set it was not possi- 
ble to identify discrete populations. These observations are 
harder to classify. The particle population peak flux is below 
the detectors lower energy limit or the inflow and outflow 
populations may be close in velocity space and the com- 
bined distributions overlap. However, it is possible that the 
backscatter mechanism described in Owen and Mist [2001] 
could lead to particles being decelerated as well as accel- 
erated and hence 'filling in' the distribution and leading to 
near-isotropic distributions. Within both classes of distribu- 
tion, a component at higher energies than both the lobe and 
lima bean populations was often observed. This component 
can be equated to the high-energy shell population mod- 
elled by Owen and Mist [2001]. These observations justify 
its inclusion in this model. 

We find a difference in the average magnetic field magni- 
tude associated with single (3.4 nT) and multi-component 
(4.6 nT) populations. This suggests the single component 
distributions are preferentially found near the centre of the 
plasma sheet, whereas multi-component distributions are 
found in the outer region. This result is consistent with 
those obtained in the Hoshino et al. [2000] case studies. 
However, our results show that even at the lowest field 
strength, where the spacecraft is assumed to be closest to 
the current sheet, ,.-50 % of distributions show clear evi- 
dence of multi-component plasmas. This is consistent with 
particle acceleration occurring at, or very close to, the cross 
tail current sheet, rather than at external slow mode shocks. 
The structure of the multi-component plasma sheet distri- 
butions can be understood in terms of the Owen and Mist 

[2001] current sheet acceleration model. 
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